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An Andaman trip is always exciting and thrilling for those with sense of nature and adventure.
Things to do and see here surpass every expectation from this typical tourist spot. From exotic
beaches to serene hill stations and mysterious waterways to evergreen forests, travelers to
Andaman get opportunity to see almost every facet of nature. However, unique cultures and a
number of historical landmarks on the island also entice tourists from different parts of the globe.
This Union Territory is nestled in the Bay of Bengal, and is stretched over 700 km from north to
south. Though the area is not so large, it contains numerous wonderments â€“ natural as well as man-
created, exploring them can leave anyone spellbound.  Here are some of the most captivating
tourist spots you can visit during your Andaman tour.

Radhanagar Beach: Pristine natural grandeur with no commercial activity nearby, this beach is
really a must-visit destination for nature lovers. This is one of the finest beaches of Asia where soft
silky sand, crystal clear water and verdant greenery create a soothing environment perfect to spend
peaceful time. Nevertheless, Radhanager Beach offers a range of amusing activities, delicious
cuisines, and rich flora & fauna to explore.

Cellular Jail: Come here to learn about what rigorous and inhuman punishment Indian freedom
fighters have faced and to know the origin and history of â€˜Kala Paniâ€™, perhaps the most dreadful name
associated with Indian history. Located in Port Blair â€“ the capital of Andaman Islands, Cellular Jail is
one of the most visited tourist spots on the island. The Light and Sound Show here is really
excellent, so donâ€™t miss it.

Ross Island: A beautiful isle dotted with wonderful landscapes, Ross Island is a perfect retreat for
the lovers of nature. It takes half an hour ride on water to reach this magic land from Port Blair,
where heavenly natural beauty and a wide range of adventures await the tourists with open arms.
You can hire a guide to learn some good about its inhabitants. Boat riding is also a great experience
at the Ross Island.

Kala Pathar Beach: Itâ€™s another must-visit destination during your Andaman trip. A beautiful natural
setting with white sand, clear blue water and an abundance of greenery, Kala Pathar Beach cast a
magnetic trace that attracts a large number of travelers annually. Though the place is perfect for
peaceful getaway, various water sports like scuba-diving, snorkeling and windsurfing can also be
enjoyed here.

Neil Island: What to say about it? Simply Gorgeous!  Pristine beauty of Neil Island is matchless and
wealth of flora & fauna is worth exploring. Friendly people, delicious food and opportunity to undergo
numerous adventures are some additional gems you would get visiting Neil Island. Accommodation
options at this green paradise have also been getting better with time.

Apart from the above mentioned attractions, Corbynâ€™s Cove, Barren Island Volcano and Mahatma
Gandhi Marine National park are some tourist attractions tourists find interesting during their
Andaman tour. While planning for Andaman trip, the best way is to get associated with a reputed
travel agent. Various kinds of Andaman packages are available online to make your Andaman trip
enjoyable as well as comfy.
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